NOBEL
rented the factory for eight years; the, machine tools were, mami-
factured in Ludwig Nobel's workshops, and Ludwig Nobel, with
his engineers and foremen, directed the manufacture from the
start. The Government's orders gradually increased, with the
result that over 450,000 rifles were delivered hi eight years.
Meanwhile, as we have seen, Robert Nobel had been taken on in
his brother's business in 1870, so that this year marked the col-
laboration of these two brothers, which was to develop on an
entirely different line.
A better kind of wood was required for the. butts of rifles than
was to be found in the neighbourhood of Petersburg, and it was
also desirable to become independent of foreign walnut wood. As
there was walnut in the Caucasus, his brother asked Kobort Nobel
in 1873 to go there and organise, the felling and delivery of this wood.
The scheme proved impracticable, as the trees wen* too widely
scattered, but during his stay in the Caucasus Robert Nobel's
attention was drawn to the abundant supplies of naphtha at Baku,
which were then being exploited in an extremely primitive manner*
On his return to Petersburg, he told Ludwig of what he had seen,
and succeeded in interesting him, and in persuading him to join him
in the establishment of a small naphtha works, Robert returned
to Baku in 1875, and devoted himself in that, and the following
years, to the hard poineer work of founding and developing a new
world industry.
Although the oil wells of Baku have been known since the
beginning of history, they had never acquired any importance for
world trade before the time of the Nobel brothers, American oil
then dominated the market, a fact which was partly due to the
geographical position of the Russian oil fields. Baku lies on the
Caspian Sea, and before the railway from Baku to Batum was built,
Baku was quite cut off from communication with the rest of the
world, for the Volga freezes over in winter. There were, however,
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